Inheritance is one of the key features in object-oriented design and analysis. It especially supports an incremental development by allowing to stepwise add new functionality to an existing system design. When using a subclass which is a specialisation of a certain superclass, the question arises which of the superclass' properties still hold for the subclass. We investigate this topic for three behavioural subtyping relations, which formalise the subtype -supertype relationship among classes on the basis of process algebra correctness relations. According to the degree of change allowed by the subtyping relations, safety and liveness properties of the superclass are preserved up to different extents.
INTRODUCTION
Inheritance is the one of the key issues for the success of object-oriented analysis and design methods as well as programming languages. The main purpose of inheritance is to support the structuring of specifications and code, and to allow re-use of already written parts. Inheritance can furthermore be applied in the incremental development of large systems, starting with a small basic system description on which additional functionality is stepwise added until the complete system has been designed. Such a development process would start with a superclass, capturing the basic requirements on the system, and derive new subclasses by inheritance which stepwise add new features to the existing functionality. However, this approach is in general not error-free: the addition of new features may interfere with the old ones in an undesired way. In the telecommunications area this phenomenon is known as feature interaction. Inheritance in general does not provide any help in avoiding feature interactions; in fact, in many applications of inheritance, as for instance simple code re-use, it is not desired to restrict the changes allowed in the subclass in any way (see [Mey97] for a classification of different forms of inheritance). A relationship among subclass and superclass which requires the subclass to reflect the behaviour of the superclass to a certain degree is subtyping. Subtyping in object-oriented formalisms lifts the usual notion of subtype to the level of objects. Subtypes should always fulfil the principle of type substitutability [WZ88] : any changes in the subtype should be transparent to users of the supertype. This is also the requirement that we have on an incremental design: any addition of a new feature to a class should keep the old functionality unchanged. Simple code-reuse often does not fulfil the principle of substitutability, and in fact this is most often not even intended. The importance of subtyping concepts for object-oriented formalisms is witnessed by an increasing concern in this topic: as an example, the new UML version 1.3 [Obj99] discusses a special subtyping category for statechart refinement; and Sun's new JINI architecture [Wal99] explicitly builds on a notion of subtype, which fixes the correctness of services: any request for a special interface type may be granted by returning a subtype.
Subtyping definitions are usually signature-based, i.e. compare operations of sub-and supertype according to their signatures. However, signatures alone cannot guarantee substitutability since the semantics of methods may change completely while retaining the signature. Behavioural subtyping as introduced by for instance [LW94, DL96, Ame91] overcomes this problem by comparing methods of sub-and supertype according to their pre-and postconditions and their preservation of global constraints on the type. A second, different, approach, which we follow in this paper (also with the name behavioural subtyping), is taken by directly comparing the dynamic behaviour (ordering of method execution) of classes, not their methods in isolation. This approach takes a view on classes as being active entities. In concurrent object-oriented languages active objects have their own thread of control and often have to obey particular protocols in order to behave properly. A number of authors have proposed such behavioural subtyping relations [Cus91, Nie95, BD99, BBSDS97, vdAB97, BCP99, HK99, FW00] for object-oriented formalisms, most often based on some process algebra correctness relation. These relations sometimes come with an alternative testing characterisation, which formalises the degree of substitutability obtained by subtypes. The testing characterisations can be used to figure out the appropriate application domain of the particular subtyping relation: is it only sufficient for objects with a single client at a moment or also correct for shared mutable objects. Valid subtyping is so far defined as "obtaining a sufficient degree of substitutability". A different view on correctness of subtypes is taken when instead the preservation of properties of supertypes in their subtypes is considered. In this paper we will be concerned with this view on behavioural subtyping: we will investigate up to which extent properties of a superclass are preserved under behavioural subtyping. Properties may for instance be safety requirements on the methods of the superclass, or liveness requirements, guaranteeing the availability of certain services to clients of the class. Ideally, such properties should still hold for subclasses, extending the superclass with additional features. This would allow us to avoid the re-verification of properties on a subtype which have already been proven to hold on the supertype. We will study the preservation of safety and liveness properties under three behavioural subtyping relations, two already appearing in [FW00] , the third a new one.
As it turns out, the class of preserved properties of a particular subtype can be seen as a characteristic of the subtyping relation. This, together with the testing characterisations of [FW00] , gives a second view on subtyping relations, and thus sheds some more light on the question of which subtyping relation is the most appropriate one for a given application domain.
We envisage the following use of subtyping relations in the development process: for every class, on which we intend to further add some functionality by means of inheritance, we figure out its area of application: class with single access or with shared access, and depending on this, the appropriate subtyping relation guaranteeing substitutability for the application area can be chosen. Afterwards all subclasses derived from this class have to be checked whether they are correct with respect to the chosen behavioural subtype. The contribution of this paper is to show which properties of the supertype now also hold for the subtype. This avoids re-verification of properties for every new subtype which is created and thus supports modular reasoning.
The paper is structured as follows: The next section defines the technical basis (labelled transition systems and refinement relations), Section 3 introduces behavioural subtyping and gives some examples. The following section then starts the discussion on property preservation and Section 5 finally gives the results.
DEFINITIONS
Most of the behavioural subtyping relations focusing on the dynamic behaviour of classes are based on some process algebra correctness relation, like failures refinement or bisimulation. The application area for process algebras is the description of distributed communicating processes, thus they are a reasonable choice as a basis for behavioural subtyping for active objects. The three relations we consider in this paper are all based on CSP theory [Hoa85, Ros97] .
We start with the definition of the relevant concepts underlying our subtyping relations and correctness criteria. Labelled transition systems (short LTS) are used for describing the behaviour of an object (or more precise: of its class), the methods that are called on and by the object and their order of execution. We view an LTS as describing the behavioural type of an active object. The semantical basis for the behavioural subtyping relations and the correctness checks is the failures model of the process algebra CSP. For this the communication events of CSP are identified with method invocations. We assume to be a set of methods, in the following also referred to as actions.
We furthermore have two special invisible actions: ; 6 2 and let = f ; g. Both actions stand for unobservable entities: the symbol plays the usual role of an internal action of an object, whose execution is under the control of the object alone; the symbol stands for an action which is invisible to a particular client of an object, but is not under control of the object alone. It may have to be executed together with another client of the object. The set of failures of T is
Note, that failures always have subset-closed refusal sets. Failure sets only record the refusals at stable states since actions (whose execution is under control of the object alone) might lead to states which refuse something different. Refinement relations of CSP relate transition systems with respect to their traces and failures.
Definition 2.3 A labelled transition system I is a trace-refinement of an LTS S (denoted S v T I) iff traces(I) traces(S), it is a failures-refinement (S v F I) iff failures(I) failures(S).
Some remark concerning the notation: in CSP, the symbol v is used in a somewhat unusual direction, since on the left hand side we find the specification, i.e. the more nondeterministic system, whereas on the right hand side the more refined implementation is found. The subtyping relations defined later in the paper are all based on refinement, therefore we also use this direction there: the subtype will always stand on the right hand side. These two refinement relations are the basis for the subtyping relations introduced in the next section and the correctness criteria defined in Section 4. We will not treat divergence (livelocks) in this paper, but it can be easily incorporated into the subtyping relations presented here.
Besides the two refinement concepts, we will furthermore need two operators on labelled transition systems: restriction and concealment. Restriction is a standard process algebra operator (from CCS), concealment is a form of hiding, which however just makes some set of actions invisible, but not internal. 
The concealment of A in T, T n c A, is defined as (Q; ! 0 ; q 0 ) with ! 0 = f(q; a; q 0 ) 2 ! j a 6 2 Ag f(q; ; q 0 ) j 9 a : A (q; a; q 0 ) 2 !g :
Note that concealment renames actions into -not -actions. The concealed actions are afterwards not internal to the object but simply invisible. Thus concealment differs from classical hiding in process algebras, which assumes that the hidden actions are afterwards under control of the object alone. Hiding may usually introduce new non-stable states, whereas concealment does not.
BEHAVIOURAL SUBTYPING RELATIONS
We start the introduction into subtyping relations with a discussion of three examples. For all three examples we give a labelled transition system of a superclass describing the basic behaviour of the system (in solid lines) and afterwards look at some possible extension made in a subclass (in dashed lines). The initial state of the LTS is marked by a circle. Due to the augmentation of the alphabet of the LTS during extension (new methods), traces or failures refinement cannot be directly used as a subtyping relation; instead we have to find a reasonable way of hiding the new methods during the comparison.
The first example is from the telecommunication area: the LTS of the superclass describes the basic behaviour of a (simplified) telephone interface to a single user, starting with off hook followed by a dial tone and the dialing of a number. Afterwards a response or no response from the called side follows, in case of a response the user of the telephone will talk to someone (and the telephone has to transmit this). At all times, the user is free to hang up the telephone (on hook).
The solid states and arrows in Figure 1 show the LTS of the class for a basic telephone interface. This class can be the basis for further extensions with different features, as for instance call forwarding, call screening or voicemail. The extension we look at here is concerned with call screening, namely the possibility of entering telephone numbers of people from which the user does not want to accept calls: the new feature has to be chosen after off hook (screen call), the number has to be entered (type number), is again displayed and has to be acknowledged in order to be inserted in the list of screened numbers. The new feature is shown in Figure 1 in dashed lines.
No feature interactions occur in this extension: the telephone company can be sure that all users are able to use the old service as before, without noticing any difference. The basic requirement for this extension "no new behaviour on the old service" is fulfilled 1 . This is the fundamental requirement for all subtyping relations, and can be formalised with the help of the restriction operator: 
Weak subtyping compares sub-and superclass by completely neglecting to look at the new service. The extension in the above example is a weak subtype of the superclass.
The next example and its extension seems to be of a similar kind but reveals the need for a different subtyping relation. Figure 2 shows the transition system of a simple till: the customer inserts a card into the till and may then choose to stop the interaction or make some withdrawal of money. Then (s)he has to type her/his pin (personal identification number); when it is correct, the amount of money can be chosen and is delivered, when incorrect, another try can be made or the transaction can be stopped. The new feature which is added to the basic till is the printing of the balance. Once the card has been inserted, the user may choose to print the balance and in this case no pin has to be given (the data on the card is sufficient for this). After printing the user may stop the transaction or make some withdrawal. The (dashed-line) extension in Figure 2 for this additional feature is obviously wrong: the typing of the pin can now be circumvented when the printing is chosen first. With regard to the above defined subtyping relation, the extended till is a valid weak subtype, although the new feature interacts with the old service in an undesired way. This leads us to the definition of a second subtyping relation, which rules out such undesired extensions: 
This relation requires that even if a client uses a new service, no new possibilities of using the old service arise (condition on traces). Furthermore, like before, we require that the old service still works correct. The above extension of the simple till is not a safe, only a weak subtype. In this safety critical application, especially in the case, where the interface explicitly informs the user about the new service (this is what tills do), weak subtyping is not sufficient.
A last example shows why we are still not at the end of defining relations. The following example is different from the previous ones in that it allows more than one client to access the services of the class at one moment. The example, given in Figure 3 , is the interface to a simple printer, which accepts requests for printing black-and-white pictures, bw request (up to a certain amount depending on its internal store), and successively prints them (print bw).
The new feature to be added is the printing of colour pictures. The (dashed line) extension is incorrect in that it might at some times block requests for black-and-white prints (after some colour prints have been requested but not yet printed). Thus, as soon as another client is additionally using the new feature of the interface, users of the old service might indeed notice a difference. The extension is however both a weak and a safe subtype. Instead, for shared objects the following subtyping relations is necessary to capture the desired substitutability:
Definition 3.3 (Optimal subtyping) Let U; O be LTS' and N = (U)n (O).

U is an optimal subtype of O (denoted
This definition defines a comparison which additionally involves an inspection of the refusals in the new part of the LTS. For the users of the old service, no new refusals (corresponding to a blocking of requests) are allowed. A correct extension of the printer interface would have to serve the requests for blackand-white and colour prints concurrently. Optimal subtyping is the strongest of the three behavioural subtyping relations.
Proposition 3.1 Let U; O be LTS', N = (U) n (O).
A correct extension of the printer is shown in Figure 4 : the new feature can be concurrently executed with the old one. For a client of the black-and-white printing feature the same service as before is possible. Summarising, we now have three subtyping relations for extension of functionality: two for classes with single access, the first one guarantees a minimal correctness on the old service, the second one also guarantees that the new service cannot be used to achieve new effects on the old features, and the third subtyping relation guarantees this also for shared mutable objects.
For two of the subtyping relations (weak and optimal), corresponding testing characterisations can be found in [FW00] . The definition of safe subtyping is new 2 .
PROPERTIES AND INHERITANCE
The main issue of this paper is the relationship between properties which hold for a superclass and for its subtypes. Ideally, subtypes should preserve all properties of the superclass.
In the sequel, we take a CSP-like view on property specification: in CSP theory properties are expressed as CSP processes (or directly LTS') and are checked on some specification by a comparison of property and specification with respect to their traces (then we speak of a safety property) or their failures (a liveness property). A property is therefore a process or an LTS describing every allowed behaviour and it is checked whether the behaviour of the implementation is a subset of this allowed behaviour: We check whether
holds for safety or liveness properties P, respectively, and objects S. Since all refinement relations are transitive, we can always make the following deduction:
that is, all properties proven for S also hold for some refinement I.
It would be highly desirable to have a similar reasoning for superclasses and their subtypes: prove a property for a superclass and know that it also holds for all of its subclasses, which are behavioural subtypes. This is especially important for an incremental design, which uses inheritance to subsequently add new features to already existing and provably correct superclasses. However, before we can find out, which kind of properties are preserved for which subtype, we have to make clear what we mean by "a subclass has the same properties". Again, the usual refinement relations cannot be plainly used here since inheritance usually introduces new methods in the subclass (extension of functionality). A subclass may have traces over a larger alphabet than the superclass and may therefore fail to be a trace or failures refinement of some property process of which the superclass was a correct refinement. Nevertheless, the subclass may in a broader sense have the same property.
We explain this idea on the till example of the last section. The basic till is correct with respect to the safety property "money is only delivered when the correct pin has been typed in". Formalised in CSP, the property on the simple till can be formulated by a process, whose traces involve all possible orderings of actions from in which every method deliver money is preceded by an action correct pin (interleaving, |||, of the correct order with all possible orderings of the other actions, CHAOS): The simple till is a trace refinement of such a safety tester process, the wrong extension is not. This so far is a first observation on property preservation in weak subtypes. Now consider a correct extension (as shown in Figure 5 ). This correct extension is a safe subtype of the basic till and also a trace refinement of P. Is it now a trace refinement of all processes P, of which the basic till is? The answer is no, since we may also use tester processes, which already fix orderings between new methods of the subclass, for instance: print balance always before balance. The basic system trivially fulfils this requirement since none of these actions occur. Nevertheless, the property does not hold for the extended till, thus we have no property preservation here.
Hence we have to be more precise about what the subclass is expected to preserve, and what it means for a subclass to have the same properties as the superclass. What it should preserve are all restrictions formulated on "old" methods, i.e. those of the superclass. Any property talking about methods not present in the superclass clearly cannot be inherited, although the superclass may trivially fulfil it. There are two possibilities of formulating the instead needed "preservation on old methods": we only check the property on traces over the old methods or we check it on all traces, but by only looking at old methods. We call the former type of preservation "weak" and the more general form "strong fulfilment". The first extension of the till only weakly preserves the safety property (as long as the old service is used, usage is safe), the second extension also strongly fulfils the safety requirement. Strong fulfilment guarantees that the restrictions on orderings of actions as specified by the safety property P are met in an object S, which possibly has more methods than those of A. Similarly fulfilment of liveness properties can be defined.
Definition 4.2 (Liveness) Let P, S be LTS', P describing some liveness property, S an arbitrary object, and let A be a set of actions (the "old" methods).
S weakly fulfils the liveness properties of P on A (P v A wF S) iff
S strongly fulfils the liveness properties of P on A (P v A sF S) iff
The condition on refusal sets guarantees that, with respect to A, the same set of actions are blocked. Strong preservation always implies weak preservation.
Proposition 4.1 Let P; O be LTS', A .
The above question "does subtyping preserve properties" can now be formu- 
RESULTS
Next we investigate whether our three subtyping relations weakly or strongly preserve safety and liveness properties. Afterwards we discuss property preservation as another characterisation of subtyping relations.
PROPERTY PRESERVATION
In the following we always assume N = (U) n (O) to be the set of new methods, and often omit N as an index to the subtyping relations. We start with the treatment of safety properties. Weak subtypes weakly preserve safety properties.
Theorem 1 Let O, U be LTS' such that O v wst U and let P be an LTS describ-
ing a safety property. Then
Proof: 
2
For the simple till and its first extension (a weak subtype), we therefore obtain the result that the subclass weakly preserves all safety properties of the simple till. As the example has also shown, weak subtyping does not guarantee strong preservation of safety properties. But safe and optimal subtyping do:
Theorem 2 Let O, U be LTS' such that O v sst U and let P be an LTS describ-
ing a safety property. Then 
2
The analogous result for optimal subtypes is a corollary of the last theorem and Proposition 3.1. With respect to safety properties, safe and optimal subtyping are thus equally suitable. The second (correct) extension of the simple till is a safe subtype and therefore strongly preserves all safety properties.
Considering liveness properties, we get the following two results. Weak subtyping weakly preserves liveness properties: 
With a similar kind of reasoning we can prove weak preservation of liveness properties for safe subtyping. Optimal subtyping also strongly preserves liveness properties: 
Theorem 4 Let O, U be LTS' such that O v ost U and let P be an LTS describing a liveness property. Then
The table in Figure 6 summarises the results on property preservation for the three subtyping relations. Coming back to our example: since the second extension of the till is a safe subtype, it strongly preserves safety and weakly preserves liveness properties of the simple till. It does not strongly preserve liveness, since we now have traces after which all of the old methods are blocked. However, as long as the 
CHARACTERISATION
Last we address the characterisation of subtyping relations by the properties they preserve from supertypes. Since the definitions of restriction/concealment and weak/strong preservation have already been quite close, tight connections are to be expected. 
Theorem 5 Let O; U be LTS' such that N = (U) n (O).
Proof:
The direction ")" in all cases follows directly from the theorems about property preservation (by choosing P = O).
Direction "(": There are four implications to be proven here. 
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have investigated the preservation of properties under behavioural subtyping. We have considered both safety and liveness properties and defined weak and strong preservation with respect to methods of the superclass. At first sight, it seems that the overhead of defining preservation with respect to some set of methods is due to the formalism used, CSP. However, the same issues also arise when using for instance temporal logic for the specification of safety and liveness properties. The superclass may trivially satisfy some formula which talks about methods not present in the superclass, and the subclass may then fail to satisfy the same formula.
The results can now be applied in an incremental design with inheritance: check what kind of subtype a subclass is and then deduce what properties of the superclass are preserved. We aim at developing syntactic conditions on subclasses which help in checking subtyping relationships.
Furthermore we have shown that the type of preserved properties can be seen as another characterisation of the subtyping relations (beside the definitions and testing characterisations), and may additionally aid in finding the most appropriate behavioural subtyping relation for the application under consideration.
Related Work.
A lot of proposed subtyping relations are based on failures and traces of classes [Cus91, Nie95, BD99, BBSDS97, BCP99]. They can be distinguished by the degree of substitutability obtained. The relation most often used is extension, originally defined as one correctness relation for LOTOS [BSS87] . On the one hand extension is different from our subtyping relation since its underlying concept is not refinement, rather it allows more traces (even on old methods) in the subtype. On the other hand, extension, like weak subtyping, is also only sufficient for a single client. For none of the above cited relations the preservation of properties under subtyping is discussed.
The only work we are aware of which discusses behavioural subtyping and verification, however, in a somehow different area, is the work of Leavens and Weihl [LW95] . They view classes as defining abstract data types and consequently behavioural subtyping compares the methods of sub-and supertype with respect to their pre-and postconditions. This is a state-based view as opposed to the behavioural view on classes which we have taken here. Verification in their work is concerned with showing the correctness of implementations with respect to abstract specifications of operations via pre-and postconditions. For object-oriented programs they propose a verification technique called supertype abstraction: prove the soundness of an implementation with respect to the supertype specification and conclude the soundness also for all subtypes. Similar to our approach this allows to omit the re-verification for every new subtype which is created.
